FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MYSTERIOUS BRIEFCASE
REVEALS ITS SECRETS IN JAY-Z’S NEW VIDEO “SHOW ME WHAT YOU GOT”
Supported by a $10,000 Trip for Two to Monaco
Los Angeles- Nov. 9-The limited edition MEZZI M-ZERO briefcase, reveals its secrets in the
dramatic final scene of the new video from Jay-Z. In the new blockbuster video for his song “Show
Me What You Got”, the first single from the rapper’s highly anticipated record KINGDOM COME,
the MEZZI M-ZERO delivers the goods.
The MEZZI M-ZERO is a stunning one-piece limited edition case molded out of aircraft aluminum.
The M-ZERO is member of the exclusive line of unique MEZZI products designed for fashion and
home accessories for men and women.
The launch of the new MEZZI M-ZERO case is supported by an extravagant trip for two to Nice
Monaco. Traveling in style, the grand-prize winner and guest will stay in luxury as they explore this
rich cultural center in the heart of the Riviera. Contest is open to all residents of the U.S. and Canada
(no purchase necessary) at www.mezzi.com/contest.php. (Total value $10,000.00)
In the video, Jay-Z hands the MEZZI M-ZERO case to a beautiful casino host which later reveals a
bottle of Armand de Brignac Champagne, also called “Ace of Spades”.
“We are extremely excited to be included in this video”, says MEZZI founder David Mez. “Shawn
“JAY-Z” Carter represents a style and approach to life which resonates with our customer. His sense
of embracing the rewards life has to offer really fits with the MEZZI brand”.
MEZZI products are designed in Italy and use only the best materials and new processes, bringing
form and function together, with practicality in mind. They are also featured in the hit NBC TV show
“Deal or No Deal” and can be seen in Paramount Pictures “Mission Impossible III”.
MEZZI is wholely owned and operated by PARNUS Global Trading Corporation. (PGTCorp).
(PGTCorp) head office and distribution warehouse is located in beautiful Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada. (PGTCorp) is a privately held company.
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The MEZZI M-ZERO Silver

The MEZZI M-ZERO is also available in Gold and Black

For more information
Contact: Brent Stafford (Shaky Egg Communications Inc.)
Tel. 310-489-8551
Email: brent.stafford@shakyegg.com
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